QUALIFIED REGNOS

The Following is the Provisional List Of Register Numbers of Successful Candidates in the
B A / BCOM, Common Entrance Examination (Revised Pattern) held in JUNE, 2013

ANDHRA UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF DISTANCE EDUCATION
ANOUNCED LATER
**** NIL ****
WITHHELD
**** NIL ****

(BY ORDER)

Waltair
Date: 10th JULY, 2013

PROF. N L NARASIMHA RAO
DIRECTOR

Endt. No.SDE/E-I(SUP)/ENT/JUNE-2013/Dt.10-07-2013

JOINT REGISTRAR

Copies to the Principal of the Colleges for the Examinations of the School of Distance Education.
Copy to the Secretary to the Vice-Chancellor for favour of information.
Copy to P.A. to the Registrar for favour of information.
Copy to the S D E Notice Board.